Abstract-3D hand tracking in recent years has become a hot spot in Human Computer Interaction(HCI), and it also exists many difficulties. Our research roots in the observation model which is used to measure similarity between hand image and hand model for hand tracking. Firstly, using edge feature extracted from hand image and hand model projection contour to get a probability function, which measures the similarity between hand model and hand image according their chamfer distance. Secondly, using skin color segmentation algorithm to get binary hand image, at the same time we can get hand model silhouette from hand model projection points. After getting the binary hand image and hand model silhouette we then build another probability function based silhouette feature. Finally we combine the two functions to build the observation model to evaluate the probability of hand state according current observation. Applying the observation model into the weight calculation stage of particle filter can effectively increase calculation accuracy. On the other hand, we introduce hand constraints to hand model, utilize these constraints in sampling stage not only can reduce sampling degree of freedom(DOF) but also can revise the incorrect samples.
I. INTRODUCTION
Hand tracking as a natural interactive way can harmoniously express people's interactive intention. Hand tracking has important applications in many fields, such as sign language recognition, navigation, robot control, motion sensing game. Combine data glove with position tracker can accurately track hand movement, but these equipments are expensive and not convenient to wear. Vision-based hand tracking method is simple and easy to realize. Due to hand movement is complicated and nonrigid, recover three dimensional hand state according vision information still remains huge challenges.
Vision-based hand tracking methods are mainly divided into two types: appearance-based and model-based. Appearance-based methods [3, 17, 18] firstly build mappings between image feature and hand state, and then directly recover hand state from current image according these mappings. As hand movement is complex and infinite, it needs a huge database to save these mapping and not possible to build mappings for all possible hand state. Model-based methods firstly need to build three dimensional hand model, and then achieve hand tracking by comparing the similarity between hand model and hand image. In order to measure the similarity, observation model based on one or more features must be built. Stenger et al. [1] generates 2D profiles of hand model using elegant tools from projective geometry, and hand model is estimated with and Unsecented Kalman filter, which minimizes the geometry error between the profiles and edges extracted from the images. Stenger [2] utilizes edge and skin color to measure the similarity between hand template and hand image. O. B. Henia et al. [12] proposes a dissimilarity measurement function which combines the non-overlapping surface and the directed chamfer distance. Y. Wu et al. [4] analyzed natural hand movement to build a set of basis configurations, and then integrated hand constraints into the tracking algorithm which is based on Monte Carlo method. They employ both edge and silhouette feature to measure the likelihood of hypotheses. H. Zhou and T. S. Huang [20] proposed a new feature called likelihood edge, which combines color histogram and edge feature in the observation model. Wen-Yan Chang et al. [21] proposed an appearanceguided tracking algorithm. They treat the state space vector whose observation is known as an attractor, then theses attractors serve as prior knowledge to guide hand tracking. By applying prior appearance information, they can recover rapid motions that are difficult to solve by using simple particle filter. To get out of spurious local minima, M. Bray et al. [22] proposed a novel SMD tracker which is based on a rapid stochastic gradient descent approach with adaptive step sizes. N. Stefanov et al. [23] combines behavioural knowledge with annealed particle filtering to achieve robust tracking of hands. Distinct gestures are handled by using different models, and their transitions are learned with an variable-length Markov model which represents the high-level structure and temporal ordering of gestures. They identify fingertips, palms and other parts of the hand, in order to reduce the complexity of evaluating the likelihood of a particular model configuration.
This work is also in the frame of model-based hand tracking, particle filter technology is used as tracking tool. On the one hand, an observation model combining edge with silhouette is built, and then apply it into calculating particle's weight. On the other hand, hand constraints are introduced into 3D hand model so as to reduce degree of freedom(DOF). The combination of these two parts can increase particle's accuracy and effectiveness so as to increase tracking accuracy.
II. 3D HAND MODEL
Model-based hand tracking firstly needs to construct a 3D hand model built by simulating real human hand structure [8] , as depicted in Fig. 1(a) . It defines each finger's name and each joint angle's name. The 3D model used in this paper was proposed by Feng [6] , as displayed in Fig. 1(b) . The whole hand model has 26 DOFs: 20 local DOFs and 6 global DOFs. The joint angles connecting palm and finger have two DOFs with flexision/extension and abduction/adduction movements, other joint angles only have one DOF with flexision/extension movement. 
A. Hand Constraints
As hand movements are not arbitrary, the hand model must be constrainted according hand constraints. A lot of work has been done in hand constraints [4, 5, 8, 10, 11] .
These work are mainly about the relationship between joint angles. As hands between different people exist many differences, we apply some universal hand constraints into hand model. The hand constraints used here are divided into two types: static hand constraints and dynamic hand constraints. Static hand constrains [8, 10] means the scope of joint angle without extra force. Dynamic hand constraints are the relationships between joint angles when hand grasps or opens, they are also divided into relationships in the same finger and relationships beweent different fingers. The hand constrains are listed in table 1. θ represents angle of finger's flexion/extention movements, and α represents angle of finger's abduction/adduction movements. These hand constraints not only can limit the joint angle in a reasonable scope but also can reduce the tracking DOFs, the tracking DOFs can be reduced from 26 to 16.
III. OBSERVATION MODEL
In model-based hand tracking, the similarity between hand state and current observation is measured so as to search the optimal hand state. The observation model has a direct effect on tracking accuracy. The observation is usually built according one or more features. Consider the robustness and simplicity of feature we choose edge and silhouette to build the observation model.
A. Edge-Based Similarity Measurement
Edge is an important feature, it is robust to lighting change. There are many edge detection operators, we choose canndy detection operator. As canndy operator has a smooth process, it is not sensitive to image noise. Besides the edge obtained from canndy operator is relatively complete and continuous. The resulted edge image is displayed in Fig. 2(b) . On the other hand, the contour 
To effectively calculate chamfer distance between contour point set and edge point set we use two pass algorithm [19] to obtain edge image's distance image. 
B. Silhouette-Based Similarity Measurement
The similarity between two objects can also be measured by comparing their silhouette. Here we compare the binary hand image with model projection to measure the similarity between hand model and hand image. Firstly, we use skin color segmentation rules in [15] to segment out hand region from frame image. The segmentation rules are defined as:
respectively represent red, green and blue component of 24 color image. The merit of this segmentation method is that it can directly operate on the captured color image to realize fast segmentation, Fig. 3(b) displays the segmented binary hand image. Secondly, each part of fingers and palm of hand model are treated as rigid, and their projection can be approximated as a set of quadrilaterals, as displayed in Fig. 3(c) . After getting binary hand image and model projection we define a silhouette-based similarity measurement probability function: Finally, we combine the above two similarity measurement probability functions to build a total observation likelihood model observation edge silhouette p p p = , and then use it in PF to calculate the similarity between hand state hand image.
IV. APPLY HAND CONSTRAINTS AND OBSERVATION MODEL INTO HAND TRACKING
To continuously evaluate optimal hand state from hand state space according observation, we choose PF as tracking tool. PF, based on Monto Carlo method, randomly samples in state space, and then gives each sample a corresponding weight. The integration operation can be replaced by the mean of these particles so as to realize state update. PF can provide a robust tracking framework [7] , it has a good performance on the situation where posterior distribution ( 
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT
The frame image is captured by an USB camera, and the tracking system is implemented on VC++6.0 platform. We respectively track only index finger moves(#1), fingers move excepting thumb(#2), hand translates in x, y plane(#3), hand rotates along z-axis or x-axis(#4, #5), index finger moves while hand translates in x, y plane(#6), index finger moves while hand rotates along zaxis(#7), fingers move while hand roates along z-axis(#8), the tracking result is displayed as Fig. 4 . The bottom left of the image is the observation image, upper left is the skin region segmented from observation image using the method in [15] . As can be seen the segmentation algorithm has a good performance when the light is stable. At the same time, we found the segmentation algorithm is sensitive to red object, it mistakes red pixel for skin color. The right of the image displays the recoverd 3 D hand drawed by openGL. For testing the accuracy of the tracking system, on the one side we track index finger moves and record its angle change tracked by PF; on the other side we record the angle change collected by 5DT data glove with the same action. The compare of tracking result and ground data is showed as Fig. 5 . From Fig. 5 we can see that our tracking system can basically track hand movements. As sampling is random, the evaluated optimal hand state may fluctuate around ground data. For testing the accuracy of particle's weight calculated by our observation model, we compare our observation model with Hausdorff distance-based observation model. Hausdorff distance-based observation measures the similarity between hand model and hand image by calculating the Hausdorff distance between two point sets which obtained respectively from hand model and hand image. We choose particles' weights in 50 frames to analyze, each frame uses 10 particles, totally 500 particles. As displayed in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 . From the Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 we can see that the difference of particle weight calculated by our observation model in each frame are greater than by Hausdorff distance-based observation model. The particle weight calculated by Hausdorff distance-based observation model don't have difference after a period of time, all the weights are 0.1, this is because Hausdorff distance is sensitive to image noise, in the presense of image noise Hausdorff-distance between two point set are easily effected by image noise. On the other hand when the difference between two point sets is not obvious, Hausdorff distance cannot distinguish this difference. Our observation model not only can raise the weight of particle that is close to real state, but also can low invalid particle's weight. In the case of without hand constraints the finger may bend toward opposite direction, which violates the fact. This is because in the monocular condition, evaluating hand state according single image refers singularity problem that is an observation may correspond to multiple optimal solutions. Fig. 8 gives out the time cost of our tracking system, the average running time is about 280ms/frame, most of the time is consumed in PF stage, about 230ms/frame, because it needs to recursively calculate weight for each particle which refers complex image processing. The image size in the paper is 400×300. Computer has an Intel(R) Core (TM) Quad CP U 2.66Hz processor and 4G memory. 
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper firstly utilizes edge detection algortihm and skin color segmentation algorithm to get edge and binary image from hand image. On the other side get contour and silhouette from hand model by projection transform. Then an observation model based on these obtained features is built to measure the similarity between hand state and observation. We use PF technology to track hand movement and apply the built observation model into calculating particle's weight. This realizes tracking both local and globle hand movements. For testing the accuracy of our observation model, we compare it with Hausdorff distance-based observation model, experi-mental result shows that the accuracy of our observation model is higher than Hausdorff distance-based observation model. At the same time we introduce hand constraints to hand model to make sure the hand model is a reasonable gesture and reduce tracking degree of freedom. As the remainder DOFs of hand model are still very high (16 DOFs) , to evaluate optimal hand state still needs a large number of samples, at the same time our observation model needs complex image processing, the time cost will increase with the increasing of sample number, take into account the real-time we can only achieve tracking with limited DOFs.
